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EAGLE LINE MTB SUMMER GLOVE
CODE: TE2848
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CLASSIC WINTER GLOVE
CODE: TE3001
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SIZE SIZETOP: 80% POLYESTER (PL) | 20% 
ELASTANE (EA) PALM: 90% POLYESTER 
(PL) | 10% POLYURETHANE (PU) 

TOP: 85% POLYESTER (PL) | 15% ELASTANE 
(EA) PALM: 15% ELASTANE (EA) | 50% 
POLYESTER (PL)  | 35% POLYAMIDE (PA)

2xs - xs - s - m - l - xl - 2xl 3xs - 2xs - xs - s - m - l - xl - 2xl - 3xl

The Eagle Line glove synthesizes the best solution for MTB lovers using long finger gloves.
The combination of materials used for road items allows us to have the best off-road results.
Technology and comfort in an indestructible product, designed for all types of off-road routes.

Using a special bi-elastic fabric with windproof membrane and coated inside with a very soft fleece, this glove is able to keep 
your hands warm in any cold condition. Thanks to the WR water-resistance treatment, the product is exceptional in all weather 
conditions. The palm with a silicon support ensures a good grip on the handlebar.

Designed with a breathable fabric,
it improves breathability and
ensures fast drying.
The fabric is completely customizable.

The terry insert allows
the rider to dry quickly.

Created with the 3D AIRTECH
2 mm network, a special

solution to ensure perspiration
and rapid drying.

The special cuff closure
is an appreciated solution to
guarantees maximum hand fit.

High breathability is due to the use 
of a special mesh whose structure
allows a good passage of air.

Thanks to the fabric used, it guarantees excellent 
grip and excellent control in all conditions.

The highly anatomical structure guarantees 
to better balance hand-handlebar 

and hand-gearshift.

Designed with a breathable fabric,
it improves breathability and ensures
fast drying. The fabric is completely
customizable.

The special closure without
velcro is able to follow the
anatomy of the hand guaranteeing
the best fit and maximum comfort.

Windproof WR Fabric that allows
you to keep your hand warm and dry.

Windproof fabric with
WR treatment can guarantee

maximum comfort.

Particular attention has been given 
to the length of the fingers. Studied 

and created following the hand 
anatomy, fingers have different 

lengths in relation to the real 
fingers size to have the best fit

A special silicone resin that thanks 
to the symmetrical design allows a 
perfect grip for a good handlebar 

control. It is also a small protection 
in unlucky fall episodes. 


